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most Europeans had been shut out of China in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, made the Jesuit mission in China appear to be successful. Yet, the impact
was uncertain. By the eighteenth century there were few Christian converts, the
influence of Western knowledge upon Chinese scholarship seemed imperceptible, and
the Catholic Jesuits seemed to have accommodated themselves more to Confucianism
than the other way around. In any case the Jesuits were heavily criticized in the West
for the lengths to which their accommodation and compromises took them in
theology and in doctrine. More easily discernible was the impact upon Europe of
knowledge about China which was relayed back to Europe by the letters and informa-
tion conveyed to the Jesuit colleges by their missionaries. All this helped to build a
glowing picture of China which captivated the intellectuals and led to the chinoiserie
of the West in the middle of the eighteenth century.
The net result of the missionary and educational effort of Westerners in Asia up
to 1700 is far too complicated to assess with full confidence. Curiously enough, the
Dutch and the British who took the lead in commercial enterprise away from the
Portuguese in the seventeenth century did not stress either the Christianizing or the
educating of the local populations. Their trading efforts were more highly organized as
a result of their effective East India companies, but they tended to pay strict attention
to the profits and little to the souls of their customers. An exception was Ceylon
where the Portuguese had established many village schools, produced a catechism in
Singhalese, and built colleges to train priests and teachers. In this case the Dutch
continued the Portuguese policy when they came into Ceylon in the seventeenth
century in contrast to their general neglect of education in Indonesia; and the British
did the same when they entered Ceylon in the eighteenth century.
From the perspective of the twentieth century the mission efforts of the
Catholic countries were a mixture of nationalistic, commercial, and religious aggression
characteristic of the early imperialism of the major nations of the day. Viewed from
the side of the Christian faithful the enterprise was an extraordinary outpouring of
human energy, drive, and endurance against all but overwhelming odds in the service
of the truth. Viewed from the side of many of the Asian peoples the enterprise was an
unwarranted intrusion upon their traditional ways of life, but also to many of the
downtrodden lower classes it offered a hope and a promise of a better life than they
could possibly expect from that tradition. Viewed objectively as an exercise in
international educational relations, the missionary effort was most successful where
the educational effort surpassed the evangelical.
One could hazard the guess that the greatest gains in the art of educational
impact were to be made when the outsider adapted himself to the insider and did not
try to force his views with violence or punishment upon unwilling or unreceptive
peoples. Long-run impact is made only when receptivity is engendered within the
ruling and leadership levels as well as at the grass roots. Mass conversions among the
common people of Japan and India did not seem to be greatly effective without the
active support of the rulers and a widespread educational effort, but neither did the
high-level advice to the Chinese emperor at his court seem to change materially the
fundamental educational or scholarly system of China. The importation of unmodified
alien educational institutions into a civilization where the formal educational systems

